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Abstract— The early detection & diagnosing of deceases increases the survival rate in women. Today, mammography is the most common and effective technique for the detection of breast cancer. Digital Telemammography is to help find smaller breast tumors; it must be simulated as radiologist presently works. It may be the next tool in the fight against breast cancer. In this paper we demonstrate the different studies related to Digital Telemammography Services (DTS) with the methodology of implementation protocol.
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer deceases is that the most typical explanation for death among women within the around the globe. There is no accurate suggests that of preventing the unwellness, and the available therapies are unsuccessful in reducing the death rate over the past seventy five years. Current attempts at dominant breast cancer consider early detection by suggests that of periodic diagnostic technique take a look at with mass screening, and physical examinations, indicates that such screening indeed will be effective in lowering the death rate [1].

Early digital diagnostic technique applications nonheritable knowledge by digitizing standard mammography films. This approach limits the potential of digital mammography, since the resultant images will contain no photography data than the normal films from that they're created. But, most digitized images square measure presently slightly inferior in quality to their corresponding parent films, accounting in no small half for the general lack of clinical acceptance of digital diagnostic technique applications.

During the past couple of decades, due to the concentrated efforts from the National Cancer Institute and also the others, some prototype filmless direct-digital diagnostic technique systems have been developed by a joint effort between tutorial establishments and personal trade. Some of these systems are prepared for clinical analysis.

we square measure embarking on a Mobile-scale project of developing a Digital telemammography system for Indian Rural girls The discussions in this paper target the primary phase of the project, including the digital diagnostic technique technologies below use with the institution of the Digital telemammography clinical mobile protocol, the image compression of digital mammograms, the high-resolution digital computer for digital X-ray picture show, and the setup of the networks for the Digital telemammography chain.

RELATED WORK

a) Background
The reduction of mortality and the importance of telemammography for the detection of early carcinoma and has been well demonstrated in clinical trials in many ways at major cowl. Since the cause of its occurrence is however unknown, the disease affects a population that is wide unfold with slightly data, and as telemammography screening offers the most cost economical cancer management strategy.

Telemammography facilitates remote health care by the use of telecommunications and computer technologies. The purpose of this is often to produce services to patients who square measure geographically separated from the first health facility that that provides tending. These services include consultation among physicians or health care
suppliers at varied locations for time-critical care or for a second opinion and identification services of specialty practitioners to remote locations, which do not have local experience. Some of the potential benefits embrace improved access to health care, reduced cost, and improved quality of care at the rural India level.

b) Significance

Providing online screening analysis, telediagnostic services and teleconsultation with oncologist for breast cancer can have important advantages by means that of improvising health care access. A significant part of telemammography system is that to market remote education on cancer and price is additionally a big think about health supplying to the developing India. The eventual goal of telemammography system is to scale back the apparent price, and patient diagnosis to the professional health care suppliers.

Another advantage is that it reduces of costs through resource sharing of dear instrumentality. Since online transmission and interpretation fall mammograms poses a high price, the use of computer-assisted diagnosis-detection/digital signal processing algorithms has been enforced to scale back the quantity of transmitted mammograms. And all the traditional mammograms are often moved to offline reading for reducing the value of the telemammography. However the telecommunication of abnormal mammograms from the scattered underserved, rural and urban locations or the mobile units to our modern and extremely specialised central location (Multi-Special Hospital) for period of time diagnosing offers a less expensive and timely thanks to follow up abnormal findings, since 90% of pictures area unit traditional.

Telemammography has the potential to reduce the value for providing a good health supplying [2]. The quality of health care are improved through faster and higher diagnosing as remote consultants are often consulted for classy cases of abnormal findings, while providing higher access to medical facility and personnel for ladies at remote locations for consultation, early screening and education.[4][7]

c) Ontological View

The exact reason for the prevalence of carcinoma couldn’t be finished since decades of analysis however with the exception of the prevalence, the main concern of today’s Cancer researches is to search out a far better, efficient and a reliable treatment with least pain and high healing ability, with this objective, the invention of telemammography was introduced in the world.

Many challenges and un-symptomatically changes occur in human organ at the initial stages which leads in the immense growth of cancer in an unaware mode. The fig 1, shows the X-Ray image of Breast affected with cancer, the arrow demonstrate the spot of the cancer formation in its past initial stage. Apparently these symptoms are hidden in a denser breast covered under fat cells.

![Fig 1: X-Ray Image of Cancer affected Breast.](image)

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE PROTOCOL

The architecture is generally designed on the current requirements with a fully fledged protected server and an active domain name working 24×7. This proposed architecture is mainly designed and
concentrated on Rural India since the 80% of Indian women population is uneducated with the knowledge of Breast Cancer and its treatment.

a) Components

Protected Server: The remotely diagnosed images under this telemammography [6] scheme are uploaded to the server, high-end configured servers from IBM Server X3100 M4 2582IKA is utilized under the protocol model. These serve are future manipulated by introducing the Cloud technology.

Web Domain: The main requirement of internet WebPages is to act as an interfacing agent between the user and the producer. Here the web domain uses DNS services with 24x7 operation facility, these pages collect and load data in a systematical manner and aligns the requests in a standard format.

Data Collection and Temporary Storage Unit: The uploaded images are collected in a temporary database table making use of small scale defined buffers with data structures using MySQL standards. The main purpose of this module is to speedup the entire process of uploading the data inform of Images(X-Ray images with minimal size of 5MB) and other patient related attributes such as shown in fig 3.[5]

Image Processing Unit:
Images taken from the X-ray machine is a rough data through which the core data of cancer is to be analyzed, using MATLAB or LABView software’s for image processing makes it easier to interpreter the picture into a reasonable data, the X-
Ray Image processing is the main module of consideration by which the conclusion and the summary report of the patient is generated at one starch. The project makes use of MATLAB R2012A a 32bit architecture software.

**Parallel computing Module:**
- **Doctor Unit:** The module works in a parallel with the generation of report and sending back the report to the appropriate doctor. This process is carried out in the 3 steps as mentioned below.
  - *Step 1:* Fetch Doctor Location and details: Here the application working on the server side uses the GPS to generate the shortlisted doctors of that nearby location and they priorities’ of treatment.
  - *Step 2:* Mailing the Summary report to the doctor found with respect to that location
  - *Step 3:* Fetching the prescription from the doctor and reporting it back to the rural patient
- **Patient Unit:** Here the computation is simpler compared to the pervious unit, the Summary report that is generated in the system after the image processing module, is taken print for the patient reference, this generated report has a complete details and a fixed standard of Mammographic Field of the diagnosed cancer, such that the patient can consult the doctor of his/hers choice.

These are the different components used to simulate a mobile Telemammography unit for diagnosis and generation of reports, apparently with change in requirement the configuration of the system also changes.

**IMPLEMENTATION TERMINOLOGY**

The telemammography service project is implemented in a very basic strategy on collection of data inform of X-Ray Images and some basic attributes of importance is considered, the processing unit of the Digital image is designed to retrieve some of the important attributes of mammography as shown in fig 4.[5][6]

**CONCLUSION**

The main objective of this technological tool named as Telemammography [7] is used in an appropriate way to make the rural women beneficent by providing the Mobile service and diagnosis of Cancer at they own local place. Appending this technology in rural India shall overall reduce the death rate of breast cancer significantly. In this Paper we propose the simulated system to form a Mobile Telemammography machine, which is intern used on rural Indian women.
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